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Three of a kind

Thinophilus

A very diverse group of flies found on the mudflats in mangroves,
which feeds on larvae of other insects in the mud. Dr Grootaert
found 18 such species here, mostly in Sungei Buloh and Chek
Jawa.

Neurigona
squamifera

Its forelegs are
adorned with
black flattened
bristles, which
the male waves
to invite the
female to mate.

Promedetera

A new group of
flies first found
on the National
University of
Singapore
campus, they live
on tree trunks.

Repulsive? No, fascinating

FAR from being dirty and repulsive, flies are fascinating, reckons
Belgian fly expert Patrick Grootaert, who has uncovered a wealth of
new species here.

'It is really surprising how beautiful and complex these little
creatures are,' said the curator of flies at the Royal Belgian
Institute of Natural Sciences.

The males of one species, for example, are armed with barbed legs
to wrestle each other during heated mating matches, while the
female waits on the sidelines for the winner to claim her.

Other males have special bristles on their forelegs which they wave
at potential mates.

There is much to learn about the humble fly and the field is
starting to get more attention these days, said Dr Grootaert.

'People weren't interested before, but now more are turning to it
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If only everyone puts in more
effort...

Fornightly Agenda

Soaring interest in dragon boating
among youth

because it is one of the unexplored frontiers of science.'

Since different species live under precise conditions in forests and
swamps, they can also be a good litmus test of whether a certain
environment or ecosystem is healthy.

Dr Grootaert's speciality - long-legged flies - even has potential
benefits. Well-known for their predatory behaviour, they could be
used in pest control, he said.

 


